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EXT PLAYGROUND DAY

SUPER: SOCIETY

A GROUP OF SMALL CHILDREN move about a dilapidated

playground. None of them laugh, scream or cry. Completely

content with the world, their faces remain frozen in a

perfect illustration of indifference.

The children glide down the slides, are pushed on swings,

and hang on the monkey bars in total silence. Even their

movements are subdued, with each walking about in a

regulated manner.

All of the children are wearing blue short-sleeved coveralls

with patches on the shoulder and chest. Most of the children

are barefoot.

On the fringes of the playground all the PARENTS either sit

or stand in comatose state, watching the children play. No

one is talking. Each one wears either a blue or gray

long-sleeved coverall also with patches. A few have shoes

on, the others are barefoot.

ANGELA, 23, a beautiful brunette despite the vacancy of her

face, watches the children from a distance. She wears a

slender blue overall.

A BABY, giggles in BABY MOTHER’S arms.

Angela looks up to see what the baby is laughing at.

A bright red cardinal SINGS in a tree above.

Angela cracks a minute smile, but is quick to remove the

expression from her face.

As the baby LAUGHS, its mother checks her watch. She reaches

into her purse and pulls out a bottle containing a clear

liquid then unscrews the cap. She reaches back into her

purse to remove a small pill jar.

The mother removes the cap, takes out a yellow pill and

drops it into the bottle. She screws on the bottle’s cap,

shakes the contents which quickly turn yellow. She proceeds

to feed the rambunctious baby.

Angela closes her eyes.

The baby is silent. Its mother removes the bottle and places

it into her purse. The baby lies nearly motionless in her

arms without murmuring a sound.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

Angela, with both hands placed across her stomach, opens her

eyes and slowly looks down.

An EXECUTIVE wearing an expensive business suit walks up to

the playground and begins to scan the area.

Angela notices the Executive, then leaves the area.

INT BEDROOM DAY

SUPER: FAMILY

The gray colored walls are entirely bare, with several large

blots of paint that don’t match the color around them. The

light coming through the window reveals a great amount of

dust hovering about the room.

The only possessions in sight are a meager bed, a wooden

dresser, a small wastebasket, and a rickety chair under a

table near the window

Angela stands in front of her dresser mirror staring at her

reflection. She turns her head down to look at a small pill

jar with a yellow band around the tube. The cap is marked

with a bold black "7".

Angela opens the pill jar and removes a single yellow pill.

She places the pill on a crumpled portion of paper, and

folds the paper several times.

She places the folded paper on the floor and slowly presses

down on it with the bottom of her shoe, cracking up the pill

inside.

Angela unfolds the paper, and pours the powder into a glass

of water. She takes the glass and pours the water into a

potted plant resting on the window sill.

She walks over the dresser and bends down. She stops for a

moment to listen. She then very carefully opens the bottom

drawer.

She reaches underneath and pulls up a polaroid. The bottom

of the polaroid reads "Elliot loves Angela." In the picture

Angela is kissing ELLIOT on the cheek as he smiles into the

camera.

Angela smiles. She reaches back into the hole with the

polaroid in hand and hides it again.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

She stands up straight and works to compose herself by

minimizing her facial expressions. She draws in a deep

breath as her face transforms into a nearly unresponsive

stupor.

DINING ROOM

The dining room is hardly fit for food consumption. The air

here is also full of dust and the walls contain several

large cracks.

The room contains a patched together wooden table surrounded

by four unsteady chairs, and a lone poster on the wall.

The poster is rectangular shaped and least four feet in

width. From left to right there are three different sets of

a plate with silverware and a large yellow pill below.

FATHER, 51, MOTHER, 48, both with slumping shoulders and

large bags under their eyes. They eat at the table with

YOUNGER BROTHER, 13.

When they use their arms to eat their limbs move in a

constant speed of motion, and they chew together in a

synchronized rhythm.

Angela enters the room, sits down at the table and begins to

eat in unison with the others. The meal consists of a gray

and pinkish stew, a small piece of bread, and a cube of

cheese all on a metallic tray.

Younger brother accidentally spills a portion of stew on

himself.

Angela lets out a short uncontrollable laugh.

The others immediately stop eating and stare at her.

She turns to look at her father who is now facing away from

her.

Angela turns to look at her mother who is facing away from

her.

Angela turns to her brother.

Her brother is giving her a menacing stare.

Angela takes a long deep breath. Her brother stands and goes

into another room. He returns holding out his palm. On it is

a large black pill that he places in front of Angela.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

Angela looks down at the pill, then up at her parents who

are staring back at her. Her brother moves behind her and

places his hands down firmly on her shoulders.

Angela takes the pill from aside her plate and slowly brings

her head back as she raises her hand to her mouth. She

flattens her palm across her mouth. Then with her other hand

she grabs her glass and proceeds to drink all her water.

After a moment Angela’s eyes slide back as her neck goes

limp. Her head flaps backward as she goes unconscious. She

begins to tremble as her brother TIGHTENS his grip.

Angela becomes still, then opens her eyes with an absent

look. She opens her mouth wide and extends her tongue as her

brother leans in to examine her mouth.

Her brother returns to his seat as the parents resume

eating.

Angela drops her fork on the floor. The others stop eating

once again to scrutinize her behavior.

Angela cautiously brings her hand down to her side, with the

pill barely exposed between her fingers. She raises her leg

slightly. Being sure not to disrupt her downward movement

she places the pill in the side of her shoe, then lifts the

fork from the floor.

The group continues eating.

EXT SIDEWALK DAY

SUPER: FRIENDS

Angela and three other YOUNG WOMEN march down the sidewalk

with all wearing the standard blue short-sleeved coveralls.

The group passes a COUPLE pushing a baby in a stroller.

Angela’s lips show a hint of happiness.

The group turns the corner. Fifty feet ahead a young man is

viciously beaten as he lies crumpled on the sidewalk with a

bloody face.

Towering over him are two EXECUTIVES dressed in expensive

business suits who kick with heavy boots and smash down on

him with rolled up magazines.

Near the assault there is the same three plate and pill

poster defaced with black spray paint.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

Several barefoot CITIZENS are walking along the sidewalk,

totally oblivious to the vicious beating. One of the

Executives loses grip of his magazine which falls to the

ground, revealing a solid club in his hand.

The Executive quickly wraps the magazine back around his

club.

As the group passes by, Angela hesitates for a moment in her

stride, noticing that the man being beaten is Elliot.

Elliot reaches out for help. One Executive turns his head

toward Angela.

Angela quickly faces forward to mimic her three friends.

The other Executive raises his magazine high in the air.

ELLIOT

Angela!

The Executive smashes it down onto Elliot’s head with a loud

thump. Elliot goes limp.

Angela stops and turns around.

Hunched over Elliot, the Executives notice Angela has

stopped, and stare back at her. They slowly raise to stand

fully erect.

Elliot forces open his eyes, staggers to his feet and flees

for his life. The Executives immediately turn around and

pursue.

Angela exhales a deep breath. She slowly turns her head

around and her face begins to sink in desperation.

An Executive stands looking down on her clenching his

magazine firmly. Angela’s three friends haven’t lost a

stride and are walking away far behind him.

INT HALLWAY DAY

SUPER: GOVERNMENT

The hallway contains a series of doors on either side. It is

poorly lit and littered with small pools of water.

Blindfolded, Angela is flanked by two Executives who carry

her from under her arms. Her hands are bound together. Her

feet are wrapped in bloody bandages. They drag across the

floor and through the pools of water.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

Someone screams from inside one of the many rooms. Angela

and the Executives pass several doorways before stopping.

EXAMINATION ROOM

Angela is blindfolded and strapped to a chair with both her

arms and legs bound together. She has several bruises on her

left face. Directly in front of her there is a large blood

stain on the floor.

The blindfold is lifted by DOCTOR, 55, a large well built

man who wears spectacles a long black lab coat

Angela’s eyes dart back and forth as Doctor examines them

with a tiny light. The light begins to flicker, then dies

out. Doctor shakes the instrument, but it’s no use.

Doctor places the blindfold back over Angela’s eyes. He

moves behind her to read the eight character number and

letter code on the base of her wrist.

Doctor goes to sit at his desk. He attempts to type on a

large and dirty looking computer. The machine responds with

several error messages. He looks over the screen then

removes a small instrument from his desk drawer.

Doctor places his instrument into Angela’s ear. A few

seconds later it begins to beep continuously. He checks the

digital display, hits the device against his opposite hand

which stops it from beeping. He then places it back into

Angela’s ear.

With a look of confusion, Doctor leans in close to check the

display.

He takes a dirty stethoscope from around his neck and places

it on Angela’s chest and back in several different

positions.

Doctor begins to physically examine Angela. He places his

hands around her neck, onto her shoulders, around her waist,

down her thighs, and ending on her feet.

Doctor turns his head up and raises a hand to her stomach

and rubs it. Angela has a look of anguish abruptly flashes

across her face that she quickly works to remove.

Doctor places his stethoscope on Angela’s stomach and

listens. As he places the device on different spots, he’s

suddenly surprised by what he’s discovered. Doctor goes back

to his desk and begins to tap down on his keyboard.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 7.

A loud beep is heard, and Doctor opens a drawer to the sound

of something being printed. The noise stops and Doctor

reaches in to pull out the paper. He struggles for a moment,

then tears the sheet out with a jerk of his arm.

Doctor places a small slip of paper in Angela’s coverall

pocket.

Doctor goes back to his desk and opens one of the drawers.

Inside are several plastic containers containing an

assortment of pills.

Doctor walks over to a sink and fills a glass with water. He

goes over to Angela. He lowers her chin to open her mouth.

After placing the pills inside, he proceeds to administer

the water.

A few seconds after gulping the liquid down, Angela begins

to VIOLENTLY shake.

Angela’s convulsions subside. With his eyes fixed on her

mouth Doctor leans in toward Angela. She opens her mouth

wide and extends out her tongue. Her mouth is empty.

Doctor takes the glass then turns and walks toward the desk.

He presses a button on the underside and a loud beep is

heard.

The door opens and an Executive enters.

EXT SIDEWALK DAY

Angela is escorted outside by two Executives. The put her

down and she’s able to take a few small steps before

collapsing.

She hides her face with one arm while removing the pills

from the backside of her teeth.

Angela brings down her hand to see only one black pill.

She instinctively JAMS a finger down her throat and throws

up on the side on the sidewalk.

Among the yellowish liquid and bits of food is a RED pill.

She looks puzzled as she gazes toward the pill.

She reaches out to pickup the red pill then examines it. She

places the pill in her shoe. then scans the street as she

composes herself. She begins to walk on.



8.

INT APARTMENT DAY

SUPER: LOVE?

Angela walks through the door. The carpet is stained and the

wall paper is peeling out in many sections. Angela goes down

the hall and through one of the doors.

BEDROOM

Elliot sits on the edge of a bed, staring out at his

clenched fist. His face is almost unrecognizable having

become a collage of bruises and dried blood. Parts of his

coverall are also stained in blood.

ANGELA

Elliot?

Elliot looks at Angela.

Silence.

Elliot’s face sinks down to his hands as he begins to cry.

Angela rushes over to the bed and wraps her arms around him.

While wrapped up in her firm embrace, Elliot eventually

begins to calm down.

Elliot sits up and opens his hand to reveal a black pill.

A tear rolls down Angela’s cheek, her muscles go weak and

she nearly faints.

Elliot looks up at Angela as she stares back at his mangled

face.

Elliot leaves the room and returns a few seconds later

holding two glasses of water.

He kneels down in front of Angela, and reaches out for her

hand. Elliot kisses her hand then puts something inside.

Elliot then impulsively leans in to kiss Angela on the lips.

Angela opens her hand to see she’s holding a black pill.

Elliot kneels down, puts a pill into his mouth and swallows

down several gulps of water. His body begins to relax as

he’s staring up at Angela. He reveals a fleeting smile just

as his eyes begin to flutter. He collapses backward into the

wall.

Angela takes a look of horror and hurriedly works to correct

her face.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 9.

Elliot awakes into his new mental oblivion. He looks Angela

over, then notices the glass lying next to him. He takes the

glasses and walks out of the room.

After a few seconds Angela begins to quietly weep. She goes

over to the window and opens it abruptly. She bends down as

if to crawl out. She hesitates.

Angela slams her hands down on the window sill then quickly

backs away as another tear rolls down her cheek. She looks

around Elliot’s room and notices something crumpled on the

floor.

She picks up the polaroid and unfolds it to see the picture

clearly. It’s nearly identical to the one Angela has. The

only exceptions are a couple of fingerprint shaped smudges

of blood on the bottom, a heart drawn over Angela’s stomach

and Elliot’s head has been completely scraped off.

Angela drops the polaroid. She places the black pill in her

mouth.

The silence is pierced with the SONG of a nearby bird.

Angela takes the pill out of her mouth and walks to the

window.

She looks out to see a bright RED cardinal singing in a

nearby tree. She stares at the bird for a moment, listening

to it sing.

Angela slowly tilts her head down to gaze upon her unborn

child.

FADE OUT


